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Flush refers to the
normal course of

the menstrual
cycle. In females,
the term flush is
applied to the

flushing of facial
and other tissue
resulting from

increased blood
flow during a

menstrual cycle.
Hormonal changes

and resultant
sebaceous gland
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activity can affect
the appearance of
the skin, causing it

to be redder or
darker. Other

hormonal changes,
including a rise in
thyroid hormone
and oestrogen,

also contribute to
skin color. The

condition is seen
in pregnant

women, post-
menopausal
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women, and those
using oral

contraceptive pills.
Flushing can also

occur during
emotional states
like anger. While
using the term

flush as a medical
term may be
considered
medically

accurate, its
continued use as a
slang term in the
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medical
community is not.

The American
Dental

Association, the
American Medical
Association, the

American
Academy of

Dermatology and
the International

Society of
Aesthetic Plastic

Surgery have
issued a joint
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statement on
flushing.

Etymology The
modern term flush
is attested in the
late seventeenth
century. It comes

from the early
English term to

flush, which also
meant to cause by

forcing, as in a
waterwheel forcing
the water through

a channel (see
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also
hydrodynamics).
Another source

tells the origin of
the term as

stemming from
the Middle English
word freush, which
meant purification.
The modern slang
term to "flush" has

a similar
c6a93da74d
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